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Efficiency study of PbTe/CdTe Core/Shell quantum dots
solar cells

Estudo da eficiência em células solares de pontos quânticos do tipo
Core/Shell de PbTe/CdTe

Silvio José Prado1

Abstract
In this work we theoretically study how to optimize the efficiency of an intermediate band solar cell based
on IV-VI PbTe/CdTe semiconductor materials. We focus our attention on how control structural parameters,
such as the height and radius in cylindrical quantum dots and the radius in spherical quantum dots to obtain
the inter and intraband transition energies that provide the highest efficiency values of the solar cell. The
calculation of the energy levels, the selection rules for transitions energies were performed using the 4×4 k.p
Kane-Dimmok Hamiltonian.
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Resumo
Neste trabalho estudamos teoricamente como otimizar a eficiência de uma célula solar de banda intermediária
baseada em pontos quânticos de materiais semicondutores IV-VI de PbTe/CdTe. Focamos nossa atenção
em como controlar os parâmetros estruturais, como a altura e o raio no ponto quântico cilíndrico e o raio
no ponto quântico esférico para obter as energias de transição inter e intrabanda que forneçam os maiores
valores de eficiência da célula solar. O cálculo dos níveis de energia e das regras de seleção das energias de
transições foi realizado usando o Hamiltoniano k.p 4×4 de Kane-Dimmok.
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Introduction

Intermediate band solar cells (IBSCs) are high effi-
ciency solar cells based on the introduction of an inter-
mediate band (IB) between the valence band (VB) and
the conduction band (CB) of a semiconductor material. In
this configuration, IB produces an increase in photocur-
rent through the absorption of photons by the two sub-
bands, in which a single photon promotes an electron
from VB to IB and a second photon promotes an electron
from IB to CB, thus creating a single electron-hole pair
(MELLOR et al., 2013). In this type of nanostructured
system, it is possible to control the electronic structure
through structural parameters such as size or tension, the
geometric shape of the quantum dots (QDs) which mod-
ifies the symmetry of quantum states, with the action of
external fields, and the appropriate choice of materials that
form the nanostructure.

In the context of IBSCs, quantum dots based on type
III-V semiconductor materials such as InGaAs/AlGaAs
have been extensively studied. In more recent years
the focus of research has been on the use of materials
such as InPSb/AlAsSb, GaAsSb/AlAsSb, QDs of lead
salts, IV-VI, such as PbTe, PbSe and PbS (ANTOLÍN;
MARTÍ; LUQUE, 2011; GOODWIN et al., 2018; ZI-
HAN et al., 2018), as well as the search for new materials
that allow a great efficiency in photovoltaic conversion
(KABALAN; SINGH, 2017; JEEVANANDAM et al.,
2020).

An important factor in the physics of quantum dot IB-
SCs is a clear understanding of the intra-band optical tran-
sitions in these systems. In the case of transitions between
the bounded states (BS) associated with the presence of the
QD and the extended states (EE) in the CB, a good approx-
imation can be obtained using the multiband k.p method.
Approximations using a single band do not include impor-
tant effects such as the mixing of holes, the coupling be-
tween holes and electrons and an appropriate discussion of
states of symmetry and their impact on optical transitions
(PRADO et al., 2012; PRADO; MARQUES; ALCALDE,
2017).

This paper is dedicated to studying the relevant
parameters in the QD-IBSCs such as photocurrent and
photovoltaic efficiency. The discussion is based on the k.p
Kane-Dimmock Hamiltonian (KANG; WISE, 1997) ap-
plied to PbTe/CdTe core/shell QDs, of different sizes and
geometries.

Material and methods

Theory

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the QDs,
where in letter Figure 1(a) we have spherical QD, show-
ing PbTe core and CdTe shell. The difference between
RCdTe and RPbTe is the thickness of the shell of the CdTe.
Figure 1(b) is for a cylindrical QD, where Hz is the half-
height of the largest cylinder (shell) and hz is the half-
height of the QD (core) and R is the radius of the core and
shell. Finally, Figure 1(c) shows a scheme of the energy
levels of the valence band, the intermediate band, con-
duction band and the interband transition energy E1 and
intraband transition energy E2.

Figure 1 – Schematic representation of the QD systems
shows

(a) spherical QD; (b) cylindrical QD

(c) representation of the energy bands for two geome-
tries, which the offsets of the conduction (∆Ec) and
valence (∆Ey) bands and the transitions between VB
to IB and from this to BC.

Source: The author.

To describe a carrier in the presence of a V con-
finement potential, we use the 4×4 k.p Kane-Dimmock
model, which takes exactly into account the interactions
between the L−6 and L+

6 bands, moreover the diagonal
solutions of this Hamiltonian were used to describe the
four-component spinor ψ (TUDURY et al., 2020),
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where, for i = 1,2
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t
)
,

are the effective mass of electrons and holes, while Pl

e Pt are the anisotropic conduction-valence coupling
parameters Kane-Dimmock for the longitudinal and trans-
verse directions. The operators Pz and P± = Px± iPy are
defined as ∂/∂ z and ∂/∂x±+i∂/∂y and m0 is the mass
of free electron.

In general, each component of the spinor in spherical
coordinates has the form f L

n (r,Ω) = An,L jL
(
kL

n r
)

Y M
L (Ω)

where An,L is a normalization constant, jL (x) is the spher-
ical Bessel function, and Y M

L (Ω) the spherical harmonics.
The wave functions ψI(II) for subspaces I and II of differ-
ent parties can be written as a linear combination of the
envelope functions f L

n (r,Ω) and the four Bloch functions
at the L-point (PRADO et al., 2012), as
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For cylindrical geometry, the spinor has the following
form

F±n,L,m (ρ,φ ,z) = Bn,l JL
(
kL

n ρ
)( eiLφ

√
2π

)
f± (m,z) ,

where Bn,l is a normalization constant and JL is the Bessel
function. The dependent term in z is given by,

f± (m,z) =
(

1/
√

Hz

)
sen [mπ (1/2− z/Hz)] ,

with Hz being half-height of the large cylinder, as shown
in Figure 1(b). The signs in the expression for f± (m,z)

correspond to symmetry with m even, plus signal and odd,
minus signal. The wave functions in this case are divided
into four subspaces ψI(II) and ψIII(IV ), of different parities,
given by,
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where the coefficients CM(±)
n,L , in equations (1) and (2), are

constants to be determined.
The wave functions of electrons and holes must satisfy

the following boundary conditions;

(i) in the spherical QD, in the PbTe/CdTe interface, that
is, in RPbTe the potential is finite, and the values are
given by the offsets of the conduction and valence
bands, and in the radius of the CdTe, RCdTe, the po-
tential is infinite and the wave function must be can-
celed,

(ii) for the cylindrical QD the potential discontinuity oc-
curs in ±hz and the wave function is canceled in R

and in ±Hz.

The probability of optical transition is proportional to
the matrix element of the crystal-radiation interaction,

〈
ψe, j

∣∣ê.P̂∣∣ψh, j′
〉
= j, j′ = I, II

for the spherical QD and j, j′ = I(II), III(IV ), for the
cylindrical QD. Here, ê is the polarization vector of light
and P̂ is the momentum operator.

Using equations (1) and (2), the matrix elements above
can be written as,

〈
ψ
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=
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〉
. (5)

The conduction band states (valence) are written as,

f Me(me)
e,α

(
f Mh(mh)
h,α

)
with α representing the quantum numbers n, L and µα is
the periodic Bloch functions at point L for each carrier and
for each QD geometry. The first term of equation (3) and
of the equation (4) is responsible for interband transitions.
In our case the complete set of selection rules are obtained
from the non-null terms of the products of the matrix
elements

Ie,hδLe,LhΠα,α ′ ,
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where Πα,α ′ is the matrix parity operator, and

Ie,h =
〈

f Me(me)
e,α

∣∣∣ f Me(me)
h,∝′

〉
is the overlap integral of the electron-hole envelope func-
tions allowed transitions. The second term on the equa-
tion (5) describe the intraband transitions, since

〈µα |µα ′〉= δ j j′ ,

and the incident light couples, in the same band, state with
different symmetries since the term〈

f j
∣∣ê.P̂∣∣ f j′

〉
be non-null for a given polarization. These selection rules
allow for transitions between states of different parities,
or equivalently, when the initial and final states belong to
different Hilbert subspaces, equations (2)-(4), and apply
to both geometries of QDs.

The next step is to calculate the optical absorption
coefficient for non-polarized incident light, which can be
written as,

α(ê,ω) =
α0Γ

π
∑

Nh(e),Ne,M
{I↔ II}+

+
α0Γ

π
∑

Nh(e),Ne,M
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∣∣∣2(∣∣∣∣GNe,M′(m′)

Ne,M(m)
(I, II)

∣∣∣∣2
)

[
(ENe,M (I)−ENh(e),M (II)−}ω)2 +Γ2

]
(6)

where α0 is the normalization constant, ω is the frequency
of the incident light and Γ is the scattering constant.
The terms,

FNh,M′

Ne,M(m)

and
GNe,M′(m′)

Ne,M(m)

represent the inter and intraband oscillator strength, re-
spectively (PRADO et al., 2012; PRADO, 2020). It should
note that in equation (5), appear subspaces I and II, how-
ever for cylindrical geometry transitions can occur be-
tween I(II) to III(IV ) subspaces.

The photocurrent density was calculated using the fol-
lowing expression

Jmax
BV→BI→BC =

∫
E<EC

qΦTS

(
1− e−αmax

BV→BI→BCL
)

dE, (7)

where L = RPbTe + RCdTe, for the spherical QD and
L = 2Hz for the cylindrical QD, α is the total absorp-
tion coefficient given by equation (6). ΦTs is the solar flux
modeled as blackbody radiation with the sun at a tempera-
ture Ts. The efficiency of the solar cell (η), in turn, is the

ratio of the output power delivered by the cell (P) divided
by the power produced by the sun incident on the solar
cell (Ps), that is, η = P/Ps . The power of the sun, Ps is
constant and is related to the temperature of the sun, Ts,
and F is the geometric factor, which considers the angular
dependence on radiation. A circuit delivers a power den-
sity that is given by P = JV , where J is the current density
at some voltage V . Thus, the determination of η = JV/Ps

is reduced to the calculation of the current density J.
Some assumptions must be done to calculate the cur-

rent density:

(i) the sun and solar cell behave like black bodies at dif-
ferent temperatures;

(ii) direct radioactive transitions are dominant, non-
radioactive transitions are ignored;

(iii) all photons with energy above the gap are absorbed;

(iv) the quasi-Fermi levels are constant;

(v) a single electron-hole pair is created per photon. Fol-
lowing the above considerations, the absorption of
energy from the sun by the photocell must be equal to
the energy irradiated by the cell to the sun (PRADO;
MARQUES; ALCALDE, 2017).

Results

The parameters used in the k.p model to calculate the
electronic structure can be found in Tudury (2000). The
energy gap for PbTe is 320meV and for CdTe is 1510meV,
both at temperature of 300K. The effective transverse
and longitudinal masses of electrons (holes) for PbTe;
mt =10.73m0 (= 0.41m0) and ml = 1.2m0 (= 0.7m0),
and finally the transversal and longitudinal coupling
parameters between the conduction and valence bands,
Pt = 46.0 meV and PL = 14.0 meV, respectively.

The conduction and valence band-offsets are given by:

∆EC = 90%(EG,CdTe−EG,PbTe)

and
∆EV = 10%(EG,CdTe−EG,PbTe),

respectively.
Figure 2 shows the results of the efficiency for a cylin-

drical QD, as a function of the radius (R) and for three
values of the half-height (hz) of the PbTe. These results
were obtained, fixing Hz in 200Å and varying both R and
hz, with the objective of obtaining a single energy level in
IB, because a dense spectrum of energy levels, can eventu-
ally degrade the optical absorption of the system directly
affecting efficiency.
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Figure 2 – Efficiency for the PbTe/CdTe cylindrical QD
as a function of radius, for three different hz values. The
lines are guides for the eyes.

Source: The author.

We observed in these results that the efficiency in-
creases with the reduction of the radius in all the values
of hz, in addition it presents an almost linear dependence
with the radius. The maximum value for η =45.0% in
hz =20Å and R =13.3Å.

This behavior can be understood by observing that
in equation (7), used to calculate the current density, the
exponential is related to the absorption coefficient, which
in turn has a dependence on the inverse of the transition
energies, equation (6). So as expected, increasing the spa-
tial confinement, increasing the separation between the
energy levels of the carries, which directly influences the
current density and, consequently, the efficiency. The same
behavior can be seen by setting R value and following hz,
when it decreases the efficiency increases.

The results in Figure 3(a)-(c), show the same efficiency
values of the Figure 2, for a cylindrical QD, now as a
function of the transition energies, E1, from the VB to
IB and E2, from IB to CB. As discussed in the results
of Figure 2, the energies E1 and E2 increase in values
when the confinement of the carriers increases and the
efficiency reaches maximum values in the lowest R for
each hz values, 15Å, 20Å and 25Å.

The highlighted values in orange in Figures 3(a)-(c),
are for cylindrical QDs with the same values of radius,
R =14.5Å, and allow us to see that the efficiency is greater
in Figure 3(a) where the energies E1 and E2 are higher
because hz =15Å, showing again the confinement effect,
in this case in z-direction.

The results for the spherical geometry, as a function
of the radius and as a function of the transition energies
E1 and E2, are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.

These results show the same type of efficiency
behavior as the case of the cylindrical QD, both as a
function of the radius and as a function of the transition
energies. However, the maximum efficiency is 35.0% at
R = 23Å, that is, less than in the cylindrical QD.

Figure 3 – Efficiencies as a function of the transition
energies from the valence band to the intermediate band
(E2) and from the intermediate band to the conduction
band (E1), for the PbTe/CdTe cylindrical QDs.On the right
are the efficiency and radius values.

(a) hz = 15Å

(b) hz = 20Å

(c) hz = 25Å
Source: The author.

Figure 4 – Efficiencies for the PbTe/CdTe QDs, as a func-
tion of the radius.

Source: The author.
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Figure 5 – Efficiencies for the PbTe/CdTe QDs, as a func-
tion of the transition energies E1 and E2

Source: The author.

The change in the geometry of the quantum dots from
cylindrical to spherical, affects differently the spatial con-
finement of the carries, whereas in the first geometry we
have two parameters that can be controlled, hz and R, al-
lowing a fine adjustment of the transition energy in order
to maximize the efficiency, in spherical geometry we have
only parameter to control the confinement, which is the
radius of the QD.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we theoretically study the potential ap-
plication of different geometry of QDs in PbTe/CdTe in-
termediate band solar cells.

Using the k.p method we carry out a systematic study
exploring the structural parameters such as, height and
radius in cylindrical QDs, and radius in spherical QDs, to
obtain maximum efficiency in this type of solar cells with
one intermediate band produced by QDs. The numerical
results show that is possible to achieve great efficiencies
in a restricted set of parameters values, R and hz, whose
correct determination can allow the implementation of this
type of semiconductors QDs solar cells.
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